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Another person’s caress is one of the most powerful of all emo-
tional social signals. How much the primary somatosensory corti-
ces (SIs) participate in processing the pleasantness of such social
touch remains unclear. Although ample empirical evidence sup-
ports the role of the insula in affective processing of touch, here
we argue that SI might be more involved in affective processing
than previously thought by showing that the response in SI to
a sensual caress is modified by the perceived sex of the caresser.
In a functional MRI study, we manipulated the perceived affective
quality of a caress independently of the sensory properties at the
skin: heterosexual males believed they were sensually caressed by
either a man or woman, although the caress was in fact invariantly
delivered by a female blind to condition type. Independent anal-
yses showed that SI encoded, and was modulated by, the visual
sex of the caress, and that this effect is unlikely to originate from
the insula. This suggests that current models may underestimate
the role played by SI in the affective processing of social touch.
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The exact same sensual caress can feel divine from a person wefind attractive, and aversive from one we find repulsive (1, 2).
Although a large literature documents the powerfully emotional
nature of interpersonal touch and its significance in everyday life,
we still lack a thorough understanding of how the brain processes
this class of stimulus. In particular, we seek to know how so-
matosensory information in touch is integrated with the visual
features (e.g., attractiveness) of the person giving the caress to
produce emotional responses (2). Prevailing models of how the
brain processes the sensory and affective properties of gentle touch
have drawn predominantly on experiments that used inanimate
objects with varying textures, rather than interpersonal touch (2,
3), or from the known neural organization of unmyelinated, C-
tactile (CT) fibers in hairy skin (4–7), which respond specifically to
light touch (8) and project to and activate the insula, but project to
and inhibit the primary somatosensory cortex (SI) (9, 10). Differ-
ences in brain activation in the insula, anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) have been found accord-
ing to stimulus type (e.g., a wooden rod vs. a velvet cloth) (11) and
subjective ratings of emotion (12, 13). Thus, previous work has
shown that SI primarily discriminates sensory properties (e.g., lo-
cation, pressure, texture), whereas the insula, together with the
ACC and the OFC, primarily discriminate affective/emotional
properties (i.e., perceived pleasantness) (7, 11, 14, 15). Although
some models propose an interaction between these systems, they
propose that SI’s role in affective processing is probably indirect:
(i) SI is modulated by sensory properties of touch, such as the
velocity [e.g., 3 cm/s vs. 30cm/s (16)] or location [e.g., arm vs. palm
(17)], that happen also to modulate the pleasantness of the caress
by differentially recruiting CT fibers; or (ii) affective properties are
first processed in the insula, which in turn modulates responses in
SI/secondary somatosensory cortex (SII) (7). Theoretical frame-
works thus far would therefore argue that SI should play no role in
discriminating affective properties of touch beyond its somato-
sensory properties on the skin, or only as a result from modulation
by the insula (7), and predict that blood oxygenation level-de-
pendent (BOLD) activation within SI should not differentiate
between being caressed by a person we find visually attractive and
one we do not—as long as the caress is physically identical on the
skin. This prediction finds indirect evidence from McCabe et al.
(18). In this study, a cream was rubbed on participants’ arms while
text on the screen suggested that the cream was “thin” or “rich.” In
fact, the same cream was applied in all cases, ensuring that the
cutaneous afferent to the brain remained constant. The cognitive
manipulation led participants to find the rich cream 20% more
pleasant than the thin cream, and led to more activation in the
OFC for the rich condition, but no significant differences were
measured in SI.
Indirect evidence, however, sheds doubt on the assumption
that SI would only process sensory properties of the somato-
sensory input. SI is sensitive to aspects of touch processing be-
yond simple “bottom-up” somatosensory properties (19–22), and
it shows a trend in discriminating pleasant from neutral touch
when stimuli differ in tactile properties (11, 14, 16, 17). Differ-
ential SI activation has been reported also while participants
view painful somatosensory stimulation to another person (refs.
22–31, but see ref. 32). However, it remains unclear whether
these vicarious tactile responses in SI convey information about
the valence of a touch: Ebisch et al. (33) compared the vision of
an actor being slapped vs. caressed and found stronger activity in
the caress condition in SI, but the difference was not significant.
Others have shown that viewing the hand actions of other people
(34–41) activates the hand region of SI, showing that visual in-
formation can drive SI activation when that information directly
depicts proprioceptive stimulation in another person (40). A
recent study showed that seeing someone else haptically explore
different objects triggered patterns of activity in SI that contain
information about the tactile properties of the objects (42). Also,
viewing touch delivered at 3 cm/s is perceived as more pleasant
and activates SI more than seeing touch delivered at 30 cm/s
(16). Finally, the fact that SI is not activated by projections from
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unmyelinated CT afferents (10) does not preclude the possibility
that SI processes pleasant interpersonal touch. Some in-
terpersonal touches are pleasant without having the properties
that activate CT afferents (2), and SI receives information from
thick fibers that sense tactile properties (e.g., velocity, pressure)
that could be processed to recognize a pleasant caress. However,
none of these considerations yet demonstrate that SI encodes
affective/social properties of touch, above and beyond sensory
differences. In particular, they do not indicate whether, for the
response in SI, who you believe is caressing you matters.
We used functional MRI (fMRI) to investigate whether the
visually perceived identity of a caresser might result in differ-
ential activation to a cutaneously invariant stimulus in SI. Het-
erosexual male participants experienced a sensual caress on their
legs while viewing film clips, synchronized with the caress, that
depicted either an attractive woman (i.e., visually female caress)
or a less attractive man (i.e., visually male caress; Fig. 1A). Three
video epochs composed a trial of each condition: a 2-s epoch
showing the male or female actor standing motionless beside the
scanner in which the subject was lying (epoch 1), followed, after
a brief jittered interval of a black screen, by a 4-s epoch showing
the actor turning toward the subject’s legs with the intent to
perform the caress (epoch 2) and, immediately after, a final 4-s
epoch showing the actor leaning forward to caress the legs of the
subject and then returning to the original position (epoch 3).
None of these epochs actually showed the subject’s leg being
caressed; the visual stimulus only suggested that this action was
being performed (Fig. 1A). Unbeknownst to the participants, all
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Fig. 1. (A) Paradigm. (B) Average rating of visually male, female and localizer caress. (Inset: Color code for the entire figure.) (C) GSR (n = 10) as function of
condition in arbitrary units. (D) Average activation in SI ROI as function of hemisphere and condition; white regions on the renders show the location of SI
according to the Anatomy Toolbox; green voxels within SI significantly activated during the localizer. (E) Visual SI modulation (visually female minus visually
male) separately for caress and no-caress as a function of ROI. (F) SI activation as a function of condition and somatotopic subregion. (E and F) The two
hemispheres were averaged. (G) GLM in epoch 3 for visually female minus visually male, separately for caress and no-caress. (H) Effect size distribution (as t
value or z-value) as a function of ROI. The dashed vertical line represents the significance threshold for a whole-brain FDR correction. (I) Correlation analysis
between trial-by-trial pleasantness rating and BOLD activation. (J) Multivoxel pattern classification, visually female vs. visually male no-caress, using
searchlights as a function of epoch. White circles in G, I, and J indicate clusters including SI. (K) PPI between activation in SI ROI and visually female vs. visually
male caress inclusively masked (white mask) with activations of G. (C–F) Error bars represent SEM (*P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01). (G, J, and K) Threshold q < 0.05
using FDR over the entire brain; (I) threshold uncorrected P < 0.005 (results also survive q < 0.05 using FDR for the volume of SI).
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caresses were actually delivered by the female actor/experi-
menter, who was blind to the condition played in the video clip.
Additional conditions involved the same visual stimuli without
delivery of the caress (i.e., visually female no-caress and visually
male no-caress conditions). Finally, to localize the somatosen-
sory representation of the legs, participants were caressed on
their legs while viewing a gray screen (i.e., localizer). In our
study, we recruited only heterosexual male participants to max-
imize the emotional difference between the caress conditions, as
heterosexual men find the caress of the opposite sex more de-
sirable, and of the same sex more undesirable (43–45), than
heterosexual women do. To provide a uniform and salient con-
text, participants were asked to place themselves in a mindset in
which a caress would signal that the man or woman “was coming
on to them” (e.g., at a party or beach). We then looked for
spatially restricted visual-sex discrimination in the brain via three
complementary and independent analysis methods: (i) a region-
of-interest (ROI) analysis in SI, (ii) a general linear model to
localize differences in activation at the whole-brain level, and
(iii) multivariate pattern classification using the searchlight
technique (46), also at the whole-brain level, to identify localized
multivoxel differences in brain activation patterns.
Results
All participants gave the male actor a negative rating on sexual
attractiveness (mean rating ± SD, −2.58 ± 2.24 on a scale from
−5 to 5) and the female actor positive ratings (3.14 ± 1.7).
During the actual fMRI study, all participants found the visually
male caress significantly less pleasant (male, −2.53 ± 1.38; fe-
male, 3.05 ± 0.87; P < 0.002; Fig. 1B) and also significantly more
emotionally arousing [from stable galvanic skin responses
(GSRs) available for 10 participants, P < 0.001; Fig. 1C] than the
visually female caress. This demonstrates that the experimental
design effectively created differences in the emotional percep-
tion of the caresses and affective differences between conditions
arose solely from the different visual stimuli, as all caresses were
delivered by the same person, who was blind to the condition.
We defined the SI ROI separately within each hemisphere by
including all voxels of the cytoarchitectonic maximum probability
maps of SI, which were also significantly activated during our
localizer. We then measured the mean BOLD response within
these ROIs during epoch 3 (Fig. 1D), which is when visual and
tactile information come together in the caress conditions. A 2 ×
2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with two hemispheres (left
and right), two caress conditions (caress and no caress), and two
genders (visually female, visually male) revealed only a main
effect of sex [F(1,17) = 27, P < 0.0001]. This indicates that both
the right and left SI responded more in conditions in which
participants thought they were caressed by a female than by
a male. On the contrary, the absence of a main effect of caress
[F(1,17) = 0.8, P > 0.38], and of an interaction of caress by sex
[F(1,17) = 0.29, P > 0.6], suggests that in the SI ROI as a whole
the visually triggered expectation of a caress in the no-caress
condition was sufficient to create a response similar to that in the
caress condition. Repeating this analysis separately for each of
the four cytoarchitectonic subdivisions of SI revealed a ros-
trocaudal gradient with the effect strongest in Brodmann area
(BA) 2 and weakest in BA3a (Fig. 1E).
To determine if these effects were confined to the leg repre-
sentation of SI (representing the sensation of the caress on the
participant’s leg) or extended to the hand representation [vi-
cariously representing the proprioceptive and tactile sensations
of the actor in the movie while the actor caresses the partic-
ipant’s leg (34–41)], we functionally divided SI into sectors rep-
resenting the leg, hand, and mouth (Fig. S1). This analysis
revealed (i) that the leg representation discriminates visual sex in
the caress (but not in the no-caress condition) and (ii) the hand
representation and the extensive region of overlap responding to
both leg and hand discriminate visual sex in the caress and no-
caress condition (Fig. 1F). The leg region responded more
strongly to the caress than the no-caress conditions (P < 0.01),
but the hand and the overlap of leg and hand regions did not
(both P > 0.42). This suggests that visual sex modulated the
sensations on the participant’s legs only when a caress was ac-
tually delivered and modulated the simulation of the sensations
in the actor’s hand whenever the movies were seen (whether
a caress was delivered). The same analysis failed to reveal a sig-
nificant effect of visual sex in the mouth region. This confirms
that visual sex modulated SI activity in a manner specific to the
perceived action and received caress.
To explore whether discrimination of visual sex was spatially
confined to SI, we complemented the ROI analyses with a whole-
brain GLM analysis by using planned contrasts. We found that
few other clusters exhibited sensitivity to sex (with visually fe-
male greater than visually male; no significant activations sur-
vived in any regions for the opposite contrast), both during the
period of actual caress and the corresponding epoch of the no-
caress conditions [epoch 3; false-discovery-rate corrected (qFDR)
q < 0.05; Fig. 1G; Fig. S2 shows an example of single subjects].
The SI activation was centered in BA2 and BA1, as determined
by the Anatomy Toolbox (Table S1), confirming the results of
our ROI analysis. Other areas that showed a similar modulation
included the premotor, inferior parietal, intraparietal cortices,
and visual association areas. In addition, of the three brain
regions most often associated with affective touch, the OFC, but
not the ACC or insula, differentiated visual sex in the GLM. To
examine if the lack of effect in ACC or insula was caused by
a lack of power, we repeated the GLM with more lenient
thresholds in the ACC (focusing on the ventral portion, for af-
fective signal discrimination) and insula (q < 0.05, FDR-cor-
rected for the volume of the ACC or insula), but still found no
significant effects. The same was true for ROI analyses (Fig. 1F
and Fig. S3) in the same regions. To examine more quantitatively
whether some voxels in the insula or ACC may have shown sex
effects as strong as in SI, we extracted visual sex effect sizes from
all voxels in SI, SII, insula, ACC, and OFC and compared the
distributions (Fig. 1H). Only the OFC, but not the SII, insula, or
ACC, closely matched SI in how strongly voxels were sensitive to
visual sex. Comparing the proportion of significant voxels (t >
2.98) in each region by using χ2 tests revealed that this pro-
portion was larger in SI than in any other region, with the OFC
showing the second largest proportion, exceeding that seen in
SII, insula, and ACC.
To examine whether trial-by-trial activation magnitude in SI in
response to a caress was correlated with affective processing, we
additionally pooled the BOLD data from all epoch 3 in which
a caress occurred (i.e., visually female and male caress and
localizer condition) and correlated trial-by-trial activation with
trial-by-trial pleasantness rating. Results indicated that the
BOLD signal in SI across caress conditions was positively cor-
related with reported pleasantness (Fig. 1I and Table S1). Im-
portantly, because these analyses combined conditions with
complex visual stimuli (e.g., visually female and male caress) and
without complex visual stimuli (e.g., localizer), they support the
notion that SI activation tracked the participants’ affective val-
uation of the caress, and not just the visual features of the movies
shown to participants.
During the anticipatory periods (whole-brain analyses on
epochs 1 and 2), the only regions that significantly discriminated
visual sex were the occipital lobe and the lingual gyrus in the
temporal lobe (FDR-corrected q < 0.05; Table S1). To explore
the presence of more subtle differences in brain activation during
the anticipation of the caress, we used a multivoxel pattern
classification analysis of visual sex, with the searchlight tech-
nique, during epochs 1 and 2. This revealed an area in SI that
was sensitive to sex during epoch 2 but not epoch 1 (Fig. 1J and
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Table S1), including voxels of BA1 and BA2 that also responded
during actual caress. Thus, the ability of SI to distinguish visual
sex extends to the close anticipation of that touch. Of the other
areas normally associated with affective touch, the insula did not
discriminate visual sex significantly, the OFC did so only during
epoch 1, and the ACC did so only during epoch 2 (Fig. 1J and
Table S1).
To identify if any of the brain regions that showed more ac-
tivation during the visually female than the visually male epoch 3
might be the source of the visual modulation of SI, we performed
a psychophysiologic interaction (PPI) analysis. This analysis
revealed that subregions of the visual and posterior parietal
cortex augmented their functional connectivity with SI during the
visually female caress compared with visually male caress epoch
3 (FDR-corrected q < 0.05; Fig. 1K and Table S1). The same was
not true for the OFC or the premotor regions, even lowering the
threshold to an uncorrected P value < 0.05.
Discussion
We experimentally decoupled the affective significance of a ca-
ress from its cutaneous sensory properties by showing partic-
ipants a male or female engaged in the caress, which was actually
always performed by the same woman. We found a large and
robust modulation of activation within SI by the perceived sex,
across three different types of analysis. Of the brain regions more
classically associated with affective processing of touch (insula,
ACC, and OFC), only the OFC was significantly modulated by
visual sex, even when lenient, small volume-corrected analyses
were used for the ACC and insula. The size of the sex effect (i.e.,
female vs. male) was larger in SI than in SII, insula, and ACC.
Moreover, we found evidence for differential SI activation even
in the 4 s preceding the moment when touch would have oc-
curred (i.e., epoch 2 no-caress condition), when participants had
only seen the person who would perform the caress start to turn
toward their legs, but no cutaneous stimulus had yet been de-
livered. Our somatotopic analysis finally revealed that the leg
region of SI showed significant sex effects when the caress was
present but not when it was absent. Taken together, our findings
provide evidence that SI integrates visual and tactile information
during the processing of interpersonal touch and that SI is sen-
sitive to the sex of a caresser and to the concomitant perceived
pleasantness of her/his sensual touch. Because the sex of the
caresser changed the affective valence of the caress, and because
activation in SI also correlated with trial-by-trial pleasantness
ratings of the caress when the sex of the caresser was not in-
cluded in the analysis, prevailing models may have under-
estimated the role played by SI in socially relevant affective
processing. The most parsimonious interpretation of our results
may thus be that SI participates in encoding the affective valence
of touch in at least some socially relevant contexts, perhaps es-
pecially those that have implications for sexual selection. It is
important to acknowledge that future work will be necessary to
dissect how exactly our manipulation led SI activation to corre-
late with affective valence. Because our experiment used only
visual stimuli, it remains unclear whether auditory manipulations
(e.g., the voice of a male or female or a textual description of the
caresser) would have led to similar effects. Our data also cannot
rule out effects of putatively expected tactile differences between
female and male conditions, even though actual tactile proper-
ties were identical. For example, a visually male caresser might
trigger the expectation of a caress that differs in sensory prop-
erties on the skin (e.g., rougher touch applied with more pres-
sure) compared with the visually female caress. However, we
show that, at least in certain contexts, SI does bias the repre-
sentation of a caress in ways consistent with heterosexual males’
trial-by-trial reported preferences. This dovetails with recent
findings that caresses delivered at 3 cm/s are rated as more
pleasant and result in increased SI activation compared with
those delivered at 30 cm/s (16), and also that caresses on the arm
are rated as more pleasant than those on the palm (17).
We also found segregation within SI according to its cytoarch-
itectonic and somatotopic subdivisions. Cytoarchitectonically, SI
is composed of four distinct brain regions: BA3a and BA3b, which
are often jointly referred to as BA3, as well as BA1 and BA2.
Within these regions, the effect of perceived sex of the caresser
was strongest in BA2 and BA1 and weakest in BA3. This is con-
sistent with anatomical connectivity between these subregions
(40). BA3 receives its main inputs from the thalamus and has
strong reciprocal cortical connections only with M1 and other
somatosensory brain regions. BA3 is, therefore, the most direct
“primary” somatosensory cortex. In contrast, BA2 is more of
a tactile association area. It receives somatosensory input from
BA3 but has reciprocal connections with cortical regions that
combine visual, auditory, and somatosensory information (47–51)
and respond to complex visual stimuli: the fundus of the intra-
parietal sulcus (ventral intraparietal area) responding to the sight
of touch (52), the inferior parietal lobule (areas PF/PFG in par-
ticular) and the premotor cortex responding to the sight of actions
(48, 51), and finally the ACC and insula responding to the sight of
emotions (47, 53). Electrophysiologically controlled tracer injec-
tions in the limb representation of BA2 have not revealed direct
connections with theOFC (50), making OFC an unlikely source of
direct information to BA2 [but weak direct connections may exist
between the tongue representation of SI and the OFC for in-
tegration of texture and taste (54, 55)]. In the context of our ex-
periment, BA2 could thus receive tactile information from lower-
level somatosensory cortices and transformed visual information
about the actions and attractiveness of the person giving the
sensual caress from the inferior parietal lobule, the intraparietal
sulcus, the premotor cortex, the insula, and the ACC. Our effect
size comparison showed that the insula and the ACC are unlikely
sources of such information, as these regions, although strongly
activated by all caresses, did not differentiate visual sex signifi-
cantly or as strongly as SI. Our data are consistent with some of the
remaining anatomical routes: in addition to BA2 and BA1, com-
paring the visually female and visually male conditions revealed
a network of occipital, inferior parietal, intraparietal, and pre-
motor cortices, all of which could therefore contribute trans-
formed visual information to SI through their direct anatomical
connections. Our PPI analysis further constrains these routes by
showing that, of the regions showing increased activation during
the visually female compared with the visually male caress con-
dition, only two, the visual cortex and the posterior parietal lobe,
displayed the augmented functional connectivity that would be
expected from a region that modulates SI across the sex con-
ditions. As BA2 has anatomical connections with the posterior
parietal lobe but not the visual cortex (47–51, 56), the posterior-
parietal lobe is the most likely source of visual information to SI.
Visual information sent to BA2 could then be transmitted back
to BA1 and BA3, explaining the gradient of the decreasing sex
effect from BA2 to BA1 and BA3. This would be in line with the
notion that visual information in the somatosensory cortex flows in
the direction opposite to that of the normal somatosensory in-
formation flow (40, 42). Our finding that the higher association
levels of SI (BA2 and BA1) showed the greatest response to
combined somatosensory and visual information is also in line with
recently reviewed data showing that seeing the actions and somatic
pains of others also activates SI along a similar caudorostral gra-
dient, with the strongest activations found in BA2 (40). Also, only
BA2 increases activation during visual and tactile shape recogni-
tion (57). Finally, the sensitivity to perceived sex shown in the
present study is also compatible with evidence that actual (58) or
virtual lesions (59) encompassing SI can impair the capacity to
visually perceive the affect of others.
Activation in SI has often been considered to depend on pe-
ripheral somatosensory stimuli. In our experiment, however, the
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sensitivity of SI to visual information was not found to be re-
stricted to periods of actual somatic stimulation: the hand region
of SI and the region of overlap between the hand and leg rep-
resentation were also more active at the moment in which par-
ticipants expected to be touched by a female, compared with
a male (i.e., epoch 3, no-caress), but did not receive such stim-
ulation. An increasing number of experiments (reviewed in ref.
40) also observed activation in SI in the absence of peripheral
somatosensory input while participants view the actions of others
(35–39, 41), or the hands or feet of others in painful situations
(refs. 23–29, but see ref. 32). Activation in SI in the absence of
touch has also been observed in highly empathic individuals that
experience mirror-touch synesthesia (60, 61). SI activation has
also been observed in the absence of touch during hypnotic
suggestion (19), while participants recognize visually presented
shapes (57), while monkeys view patterns that have been asso-
ciated with tactile stimuli (62), and while participants imagine
being touched (63, 64). Finally, SI activation patterns have also
been shown to differ while observing other individuals haptically
explore different objects (42) or be caressed (16). By analogy to
theories conceptualizing the premotor cortices as “simulating”
actions in the absence of overt movement during action obser-
vation and motor imagery (65), SI could therefore be said to
simulate somatosensory states in the absence of actual tactile or
proprioceptive input. A relevant question is then what our dif-
ferential activation in SI reflects (i) a difference in simulating the
participant’s own sensations on the leg while being supposedly
caressed by a female or a male or (ii) a difference between
simulating the proprioceptive and/or tactile input that the female
and male caresser would experience on his/her hand while
caressing the participant.
The results of our somatotopic ROI analysis suggest a combi-
nation of both (i) and (ii). First, the region of SI that only
responded to a caress on the hand showed more activation in
visually female than male conditions, regardless of whether the
caress was actually delivered. In accord with many hand-action
observation experiments reporting activation in the hand region
of SI (35–39, 41), this effect is likely a result of simulation of the
proprioceptive and tactile sensations of the supposed caresser’s
hand. That such activation is higher while viewing the female
actor is novel, but dovetails with the fact that, from a motiva-
tional point of view, the female actor’s touch is more desirable.
Similar findings suggesting that simulation processing is modu-
lated by motivation can be found in recent work in which
stronger premotor activations were seen for hungry, compared
with satiated, participants while they viewed a hand grasping
a food item (66).
Second, the region of SI responding only to a caress on the leg
was modulated by visual sex in the caress conditions only, and
responded more when the caress occurred than when it did not.
This suggests that the SI representation of the leg sensation of
being caressed is modulated by perception of who is giving the
caress (female or male), but only when a caress actually occurs.
This supports the notion that the reported effects are caused by
integration between tactile and visual information, against
accounts based on anticipated tactile differences (i.e., tactile
imagery) alone. Although other studies have shown that imag-
ining touch on a body part activates the SI representation of that
body part (64), if our SI activation differences in the leg region
were simply caused by participants’ tactile imagery, such differ-
ences would have been equally strong in touch and no-touch
conditions. Two further arguments speak against differential
tactile imagery accounting for the SI effects we report here: the
few participants who reported feeling sensory differences be-
tween the supposedly female and male caress reported that the
male caress was rougher. However, studies comparing touch with
gratings of different coarseness failed to find robust differences
in SI activation (7, 33), and studies comparing a softer and
lighter touch with velvet compared with a coarser and stronger
one with wood found the latter to cause larger activation in SI
(11, 14). Thus, if tactile imagery of “rougher” male hands were
driving our effect, we would expect to see larger SI activation for
the male vs. female condition, which is the opposite of what we
actually observed. Instead, just as being hungry seems to magnify
the representation of grasping an apple in premotor cortices
(66), and satiation can reduce the response to chocolate in the
OFC (67), the pleasantness/desirability of a caress, as driven in
our experiment from visual information, modulates the response
of SI to the caress. That SI activation shows a trial-by-trial cor-
relation with pleasantness ratings over three conditions with
different visual signals (i.e., visually male caress, visually female
caress, and the gray-screen localizer touch) provides further ev-
idence for this account. It also seems unlikely that our SI effect is
a result of sexual arousal triggered by the sight of the attractive
woman: even explicit visual erotica fail to consistently trigger
activation in the hand or leg region of SI (68).
Three lines of reasoning also suggest that our effect differs
from traditional tactile attention. First, unpleasant stimuli typi-
cally trigger stronger orienting responses than pleasant stimuli,
and this was seen in our study via the GSRs recorded during
scanning. Our participants were more emotionally aroused dur-
ing visually male, compared with visually female, conditions. This
would predict stronger attention to and subsequent processing of
the visually male condition. In contrast, the BOLD response in
SI was actually stronger for the visually female condition than
the visually male condition (even when only data from the 10
participants for whom GSR was measured were analyzed). Sec-
ond, deliberate selective visual attention toward a particular
body part is known to have significant effects on the represen-
tation of that body part in SII, but no effects, or at least smaller
effects, in SI (69–71). In contrast, we found a significant effect of
visual sex on SI but not SII, and our effect size comparison
confirmed that the effect of visual sex was stronger in SI than SII
(Fig. 1H). Finally, deliberate selective visual attention is associ-
ated with the caudal superior parietal lobe (72, 73), but this re-
gion was not significantly involved in our PPI analysis.
Further insight into the affective modulation of interpersonal
touch is provided by examining the epoch in which sex had
effects. An overall significant sex-dependent increase in activa-
tion in SI was limited to the period during which touch actually
occurred or should have occurred (epoch 3). During the earlier
phases of each trial SI was not more active while viewing a fe-
male than a male. This shows that the sex-dependent SI activa-
tion difference is not a nonspecific visual modulation, but one
tightly linked to processing a real or expected tactile stimulus.
Despite a lack of overall activation in earlier phases of a trial,
pattern classification showed that the pattern of SI activation in
epoch 2 distinguishes the female and male actors. Visual in-
formation in epoch 2 therefore could prepare SI for processing
the caress differentially depending on sex, but this modulation
was of pattern rather than of overall amplitude until the caress
actually occurred in epoch 3.
Importantly, although our data argue for including SI in
models of affective processing of social touch, they should not be
interpreted as arguing against the role of the OFC, insula, and
ACC in processing gentle touch. Indeed, we found OFC, insula,
and ACC all to be activated by our sensual caress, as predicted by
these models. In the case of the insula, this is particularly com-
patible with the CT-afferent input it receives (4, 5, 10), which is
optimally triggered by the kind and velocity (∼8 cm/s) of gentle
touch we delivered (8). The lack of difference in BOLD signal
between visual genders in the insula should also be interpreted
with care, as it does not exclude an involvement of this region in
the affective response to both these stimuli as they have similarly
strong valence, if one considers the absolute value of the pleas-
antness ratings, and the BOLD signal in this region is augmented
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by both positively and negatively valenced social stimuli (e.g., ref.
74). In addition, the OFC was sensitive to visual sex (with effect
sizes similar to those in SI), in agreement with the affective
valuation often associated with this region (11–13). Previous
models have associated the medial OFC with the monitoring and
memory of the reward value of reinforcers (75), and the medial
orbital gyrus specifically with the positive value of erotic as op-
posed to monetary reinforcers (76). In agreement with these
findings, we found more activation in the medial OFC for the
rewarding visually female condition. Significantly more activa-
tion for the visually male condition was not found in any brain
region in our study. This suggests that the visually female caress
was therefore processed as a reinforcer, but the male caress was
not processed as a salient punishment. Considering the con-
nections of the OFC with regions involved in motor control (75),
and the deficits in decision-making occurring after OFC lesions
(75), one might speculate that the difference in OFC response to
the two genders would serve to influence a decision to approach
or withdraw from the caresser during mate selection.
Finally, if SI is sensitive to affect, why have previous studies
failed to show this? First, most studies were not aiming at
studying the role of SI, and therefore applied their pleasant
stimuli with less pressure than their neutral stimuli (11, 14). In
such designs, the effect of pleasantness in SI is overshadowed by
the sensitivity of this area to pressure. A similar problem might
apply to the study of Ebisch et al., who found a trend toward the
vision of a caress causing more SI activation than the vision of
a hit (33), again with differences in sensory properties prevailing,
as a hit involves greater pressure than a caress. Also, two recent
studies found SI activation to be stronger for a more pleasant
caress (16, 17). Although these studies are therefore compatible
with SI participating in the affective coding of a caress, because
their more pleasant caresses also differed in sensory properties
(i.e., velocity/location) from their less pleasant caress, the dif-
ferences in SI activation observed in those studies were not at-
tributed to affective processing. By keeping the cutaneous stimuli
constant, our study circumvented these issues. Second, the only
other study that kept cutaneous stimulation constant varied
pleasantness by only 20% by suggesting that one cream was thin
(rating of ∼1 on a scale from −2 to 2) and the other was rich
(∼1.2 rating) (18). In contrast, our study leveraged what might be
a key mechanism in sexual selection, namely visual sex. This
resulted in varying reported pleasantness by >200% in our study
(male, −2.53; female, +3.05 on a rating scale from −5 to 5). Such
a powerful manipulation, drawing on evolutionarily relevant
processes, may have been critical in revealing SI’s participation
in affective processing of social touch.
In conclusion, the present study reveals an important role for
the SI in social touch. We found that visual information about
the person giving a sensual caress modulates tactile input as early
as SI. This modulation in overall activation level in SI, as
detected by using our ROI and GLM analyses, is precisely timed
to the moment the actual tactile stimulation occurs or should
occur (epoch 3 but not epochs 1 or 2). However, the SI modu-
lation is foreshadowed by a change in activity pattern, detectable
by using multivoxel pattern classification in the 4 s preceding the
likely onset of the caress. The visually triggered modulation of
touch showed trial-by-trial correlation with pleasantness ratings
and was significant within SI but not in the insula or ACC, areas
previously thought to mediate this effect (14, 15, 63), and it
seems to be independent of the modulation in the OFC, as
suggested by a lack of functional connectivity between OFC and
SI in our experiment. By showing that SI, a region classically
associated with the processing of sensory properties of touch, has
activity correlated with pleasantness, our data suggest that sen-
sory and affective properties of touch are processed by partially
overlapping neural systems. By doing so, our data shed further
doubt on the appropriateness of distinguishing brain regions
involved in sensory and affective tactile processing. Future
experiments should manipulate the pleasantness of a sensual
caress using other modalities (e.g., the voice or a verbal de-
scription of the caresser) and include homo- and heterosexual
men and women to further dissect the SI modulation we ob-
served. Finally, interfering with SI activity in a similar paradigm
(i.e., via transcranial magnetic stimulation) could determine if
the effects reported here indicate a causal role for SI in evalu-
ating the affective significance of touch.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Eighteen healthy, self-reported heterosexual, white male vol-
unteers (mean age, 26.2 y; range, 21–31y) with normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders were
recruited from outside the California Institute of Technology community to
participate in the experiment. All subjects were informed about the content
of the study and signed an informed consent form. The experiment was
approved by the institutional review board at the California Institute of
Technology and was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Design, Stimuli, and Procedure. The experimental design was dictated by two
main requirements: (i) the need for consistent tactile stimuli and (ii) the
need to create an emotionally salient, socially relevant situation.
Accordingly, at the start of the experiment subjects were introduced to
two actors (the same individuals later shown in the video clips): an attractive
woman, wearing a black evening dress and high heels, who behaved in
a warm and friendly manner; and a man, wearing a black tank top and jeans,
who behaved in a more distant manner (Fig. 1). The actors’ clothing was
matched for color and similar in coverage of the arms and torso. Participants
were led to believe that, during the experiment, they would be caressed on
the lower legs by each of these two actors. They were told that a direct view
throughout the experiment was not possible, so they would watch the two
actors through goggles connected to a closed circuit video camera, which
would allow the torso and arms of the actors and the side of the scanner to
be seen in real time. Subjects were told that the camera would not show
their own legs or the hands of the actors touching the legs, and that, for the
purpose of the experiment, they would not be able to see the video feed
throughout, but only at specific times (epochs 1, 2, and 3). They were further
told that they would only be caressed on half of the trials. This therefore
generated four experimental conditions: visually female caress, visually fe-
male no-caress, visually male caress, and visually male no-caress. Subjects
were asked to imagine they were looking for a date in a social situation of
their choice; a situation in which experiencing a sensual caress on the legs
would evoke a strong emotional response. Debriefing revealed the two
most frequently used scenarios were parties (at home or in a bar) or being
on the beach. Care was taken to cover the bore of the scanner with a pat-
terned fabric to make it impossible for the subjects to see their legs or the
actors caressing them and to facilitate participants’ projection into the
requested socially relevant scenario. During scanning, participants were ac-
tually shown prerecorded videos of the two actors, and the actual caress was
always given by the same actor (the woman). The female actor received
audio cues through headphones to match the timing of the caress to the
appearance of the movement on the video clips, but was blind to the ex-
perimental condition (i.e., whether each particular caress was part of a male,
female, or localizer trial).
On half the trials involving videos showing the actors, the videos of the
caress were played but no caress was administered (the actor moved her
hands above the subject’s legs without touching them). Participants were
told that these conditions were necessary for experimental aims. Finally, in
a fifth condition (the localizer trials), the participants viewed a blank, gray
screen, which was always accompanied by a caress. In these trials, partic-
ipants were asked to simply feel the caress, without reflecting about
whether a man or woman touched them. This condition served to map brain
regions involved in processing the tactile properties of the stimulus.
We used an event-related design. Every trial was composed of three video
epochs followed by a rating (Fig. 1). Epoch 1 was a 2-s clip showing the male
or female actor standing still beside the scanner, epoch 2 was a 4-s clip
showing the actor turning toward the subject’s legs with the intent to
perform the caress, and epoch 3 was a 4-s clip showing the actor leaning
forward to caress the legs of the subject and then returning to the original
position. The experiment involved five different conditions as follows, and
the same condition was never presented more than twice in a row.
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i) Visually female no-caress: epoch 1 showed the female actor standing
motionless beside the scanner, epoch 2 showed her rotating toward
the participant’s legs, and epoch 3 showed her leaning forward while
moving her arms in a caressing motion, then returning to the original
position. No caress occurred. Participants were asked to enter a rating of
0 on all trials for which they felt no caress.
ii) Visually female caress: this was the same as in the visually female no-
caress condition, but both the participant’s legs were softly caressed
during epoch 3. Participants were instructed to use the rating scale to
report the pleasantness of the caress at the end of each trial.
iii) Visually male no-caress: this was the same as in the visually female no-
caress condition, but showed the male actor.
iv) Visually male caress: this was the same as in the visually female caress
condition, but showed the male actor.
v) Localizer: in the localizer condition, instead, epochs 1 to 3 were replaced
by a gray screen. A caress was always given and the participants were
instructed to use the rating scale to report the pleasantness of the ca-
ress. Participants were asked to avoid guessing the sex of the actor
giving the caress.
All caresses were administered to the shin and calf of both legs, moving
from the knees toward the ankles, with a touch velocity of ∼8 cm/s. The
precise location and kinematics of the caresses were varied from trial to trial
so the caresses remained novel and pleasant throughout the experiment,
thus minimizing habituation to the delivered touch. The fact that the actor
delivering the caress was blind to the conditions ensured that the variation
given to the caress was not condition-dependent.
The participants were asked to rate the pleasantness of the caress by
means of a visual analog scale ranging from +5 (a very pleasant caress; Fig. 1,
green rectangle) to −5 (a very unpleasant caress; Fig. 1, red rectangle). In
a random half of the trials, the positive values were presented on the right
side of the screen and, in the other half, they were on the left, such that
participants could not plan their response movement before the appearance
of the scale. Participants indicated their rating by means of an MRI-com-
patible track ball mouse (HH-TRK-1; Current Designs) and had a maximum of
7 s to complete each rating.
The video clips were recorded with a digital video camera (video cam-
corder DCR-VX2100; Sony) and with the actors always standing on one side of
the scanner. Half the clips where then flipped during editing (AdobePre-
miere; Adobe Systems) to show the actors on the other side. Each actor was
filmed delivering 12 different caresses. Half the movies were randomly
assigned to the caress condition, the other half to the no-caress condition.
Each movie was only shown once to each participant. Clips were presented
using Presentation (www.neuro-bs.com) and projected by using MRI-com-
patible LCD goggles (Resonance Technology).
Three trials of each condition were presented in each run (i.e., 15 trials
total per run). In 16 of 18 participants, four runs were collected (12 repetitions
per condition per participant), whereas, for two participants, technical
problems allowed the acquisition of only three runs (nine repetitions per
condition per participant). On average, 340 functional volumes were acquired
in each run.
After completion of scanning, participants rated the sexual attractiveness
of the two actors on a scale from −5 to +5, with +5 being “a partner with
whom one would really desire sexual relations.” During debriefing, the
participants were asked if they believed that they had actually been caressed
by the two actors throughout the experiment and that the videos were fed
live. All participants reported “yes” to both questions.
Neuroimaging Data Acquisition. Data were acquired on a Siemens 3.0-T Trio
MRI scanner using an eight-channel head coil. Whole-brain T1-weighted
anatomical images were collected at a resolution of 1 × 1 × 1mm3. Functional
images were collected with a gradient-echo T2*-weighted echoplanar
images with BOLD contrast by using an interleaved, ascending image se-
quence (repetition time, 2 s; echo time, 30 ms; field of view, 192 mm; 34
slices at 4-mm thickness; and 64 × 64 voxels, resulting in a voxel size of 3 ×
3 × 4 mm3).
Neuroimaging Data Preprocessing. Data were preprocessed by using SPM2
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm2). Echoplanar imaging (EPI)
from all sessions were slice-time corrected and realigned to the first vol-
ume of the first run. Head motions never exceeded the acquired voxel size
(3 × 3 × 4).
High-quality T1 images were coregistered to the mean EPI image and
segmented. The gray matter segment of each participant was postprocessed
by using MRIcro to remove tissue that was inaccurately classified as gray
matter. The coregistered and cleaned gray matter segment was normalized
(with 1 × 1 × 1-mm voxel size) onto the Montreal Neurological Institute gray
matter template and the resulting normalization parameters applied to all
EPI images (2 × 2 × 2 voxel size for the GLM, 3 × 3 × 3 for the multivoxel
pattern classification analysis). EPI images were smoothed using an isotropic
Gaussian kernel [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] of 10 × 10 × 10 mm
for the GLM analyses and ROI analyses (unless otherwise specified). Multi-
voxel pattern analyses used a voxel-multiple smoothing kernel with FWHM
of 9 × 9 × 9 mm. This choice of spatial smoothing is compatible with the aims
of multivariate analyses (77, 78).
Mass Univariate GLM Analysis. For each individual, data were analyzed voxel
by voxel by applying a GLM on the smoothed normalized data. All conditions
were modeled by using a boxcar function convolved with a canonical he-
modynamic response function. Six additional predictors of no interest were
modeled to account for translation and rotation along the three possible
dimensions as determined during the realignment procedure.
Specifically, we used the following predictors of interest:
First, a boxcar function starting at the beginning of epoch 1 and lasting for
its 2-s duration was used. Three different predictors were used to model the
appearance of the female, the male, and the gray square.
Second, a boxcar function starting at the beginning of epoch 2 and lasting
for 4 s was used. This corresponds to the part of the movie showing the actor
rotating toward the participant’s leg (or the gray screen for the localizer).
Five different predictors were used to model this phase, one for each of the
five experimental conditions. Because after convolution with the hemody-
namic response function, epoch 2 and epoch 3 predictors overlap in time,
activation related to the experience of the caress (epoch 3 of caress con-
ditions) could “contaminate” parameter estimates for epoch 2 of caress
trials. The use of separate epoch 2 predictors for caress and no-caress con-
dition thus isolates epoch 2 of no-caress conditions from potential effects of
caress experience during epoch 3 of caress trials.
Third, a boxcar function starting at the beginning of epoch 3 and lasting
for 4 s was used. This corresponds to the part of the movie showing the actor
leaning forward, as for caressing the participant’s leg, and returning at the
original position (or the gray screen for the localizer). In three of the five
trial types, this corresponded to the time of the actual caress. Five different
predictors were used to model this phase, one for each of the five
experimental conditions.
Fourth, a boxcar function starting at the beginning of the rating period
until the participant’s response, or with a duration of 7 s (maximum time
allowed for the response), whichever occurred first, was used. Two different
predictors were used, one for ratings in the no-caress conditions (partic-
ipants were asked to select the yellow square in the middle of the screen
corresponding to a rating of 0 rather than provide a rating), and one for the
rating following the caress conditions (participants were asked to indicate
how pleasant they found the caress).
For each participant, the following contrasts were calculated:
i) visually female caress epoch 2 minus visually male caress epoch 2;
ii) visually female caress epoch 3 minus visually male caress epoch 3;
iii) visually female no-caress epoch 2 minus visually male no-caress epoch 2;
iv) visually female no-caress epoch 3 minus visually male no-caress epoch 3; and
v) visually female epoch 1 minus visually male epoch 1.
Epochs 2 and 3 of each trial are temporally autocorrelated. Accordingly,
contrasts (i) and (ii) were not tested separately by using t tests at the second
(i.e., group) level, but entered in a single one-way ANOVA with correction
for nonsphericity. The same was done for contrasts (iii) and (iv). These two
ANOVAs were additionally masked with the mean gray matter segment of
our participants, thresholded at 0.35. Contrast (v) was analyzed at the sec-
ond level by means of one-sample t tests. All results are reported with
a threshold of an FDR-corrected q < 0.05. Although we expected a priori for
the more pleasant female condition to lead to stronger activation than the
male condition, the reverse of contrasts (i) to (v) (male minus female) were
also calculated, but never led to significant results.
ROI Analysis.We defined, separately for each hemisphere, the caress-sensitive
voxels within SI by using the localizer condition. Specifically, we compared the
parameter estimates from epoch 3 of the localizer against rest (FDR-corrected
q < 0.05). To link activations measured in the ROI analysis to particular
cytoarchitectonic regions, we then identified the voxels within this thresh-
olded localizer map that fell within anatomical maps of SI (jointly in Fig. 1D
and separately in Fig. 1F for BA1, BA2, BA3a, and BA3b in the Anatomy
Toolbox for SPM; http://www.fz-juelich.de/inm/inm-1/DE/Forschung/_docs/
SPMAnatomyToolbox/SPMAnatomyToolbox_node.html), separately for the
left and right hemispheres. Marsbar (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) was
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then used to estimate parameter estimates in these regions during epoch 3
(in which visual and tactile information come together in the caress con-
ditions) by applying the same GLM used for the voxel-wise analysis in SPM to
the mean signal in each of the ROIs.
The parameter estimates of epoch 3 were then analyzed by using a re-
peated-measures ANOVA with the following factors and their interactions:
hemisphere, caress (i.e., caress and no-caress conditions), and sex (i.e., visually
female and male). We focused our interest on the main effect of sex and its
interactions with the remaining factors.
The same procedure was applied for the ACC and insula ROIs, with the
exception that the anatomical ROIs were defined according to the Wake
Forest University PickAtlas (www.ansir.wfubmc.edu) because they are not
yet available in the Anatomy Toolbox.
Searchlight Multivoxel Pattern Classification. To explore the possibility that
changes in the pattern of neural activation might occur as a function of visual
sex before the actual caress occurred,we extracted parameter estimate images
for each epoch of each trial by using SPM by fitting a GLM, using a separate
predictor for each epoch of each trial. The parameter estimate images were
further processed (in R, version 2.8.0; R Foundation for Statistical Computing)
to remove voxels (from all subjects) with zero variance in any individual
subject. Within each searchlight, we attempted to classify the sex using the
data from epochs 1 and 2. The latter was done only for cases in which the
subject did not receive a caress (i.e., visually female no-caress vs. visually male
no-caress). This ensured that BOLD activation resulting from the tactile input
of the caress could not contaminate the estimates of the response in the earlier
epoch. The searchlight analysis was performed in each subject individually
using pyMVPA (79) with a linear kernel support vector machine, the cost
parameter fixed at 1, and scaling the voxels to zero mean and unit variance
within each run (80, 81). Partitioning was done on the runs (three- or fourfold
cross-validation, depending on the number of runs for the participant); there
were no missing examples within runs, so the number of examples in all
classifications was balanced for all subjects (three per run of each sex). Each
searchlight had a diameter of 6 mm (although the use of smoothed images
means that some information from a wider area will enter each searchlight),
and the analysis was performed by using a whole-brain mask.
The second-level analysis was performed in SPM2 (Wellcome Department
of Imaging Neuroscience). A one-tailed t test was used on each voxel of the
searchlight accuracy map for each subject, masked with the mean gray
matter mask of the subjects, to determine if the accuracy of the sphere
centered at that voxel was significantly greater than chance across subjects.
FDR was used for multiple-comparisons correction, with a cluster size of 10
and threshold (q) set at <0.05. Before performing the second-level analysis,
the searchlight accuracy maps were smoothed at 6 mm FWHM to improve
anatomical alignment between subjects; similar results were found with
unsmoothed accuracy maps.
PPI Analysis. To identify which regions responding more to visually female
than male caress could be the sources of our visual modulation of SI, we
performed a PPI analysis (82). We extracted the time course for the right and
left cluster of SI that resulted from the contrast visually female caress epoch
3 minus visually male caress epoch 3 for each participant. This was done by
creating two binary ROI images as the intersection of this contrast at the
group level and the cytoarchitectonic definition of SI in the right and left
hemisphere, respectively. For each participant, the same contrast was then
opened at a more permissive threshold (P < 0.05 or P < 0.5 if P < 0.05 led to
no active voxels in the ROI), and the eigenvalues summarizing the activation
of all of the significant voxels within the two ROIs were extracted. A PPI GLM
was then fitted separately for each of the two ROIs and each participant. It
included the activation of the ROI, a condition vector containing 1 during
visually female epoch 3 and −1 during visually male epoch 3, and the in-
teraction of these two predictors, as defined previously (82) and imple-
mented in SPM2. At the group level, a two-hemisphere one-way ANOVA
was used to compare the parameter estimates of all the participants against
zero. Only voxels in which visually female epoch 3 was above visually male
epoch 3 in the group were included in this analysis (i.e., explicitly masked
with this contrast) to directly test which of the areas in this contrast could
have provided visual information to SI. We used a global null conjunction to
identify voxels that show evidence of augmenting their connectivity with
the right or the left SI, and used a threshold of an FDR-corrected q < 0.05.
GSR. GSR from the eccrine glands in the left hand was measured during fMRI
scanning (GSR100C amplifier, MP150 psychophysiological acquisition unit,
disposable EL509 snap electrodes; Biopac) as described in Carter (83).
Measurements from 10 participants yielded clean data for analyses. The
remainder were unusable as a result of electrodes becoming detached
during recording. Data from each trial, starting with the beginning of epoch
1 and lasting until 15 s after the onset of epoch 3, were linearly detrended
and numerically zeroed by subtracting the minimum GSR value. Each par-
ticipant’s maximal GSR value, across all trials, was used to normalize that
participant’s data. GSR values were then summed (to calculate the area
under the curve) from the beginning of epoch 3 for 15 s, averaged across
repetitions of the same condition and divided by 1,000.
Somatotopic ROI Analysis. Four additional Caucasian male volunteers (mean
age, 35y) were scanned (same acquisition and data-preprocessing parameters
as in the main experiment) while the experimenter bilaterally caressed their
lower legs (shin and calf) or the dorsal part of their hands for 4 s. The par-
ticipants viewed a dot that was gray during the baseline (6 ± 2 s), and turned
red 4 s before the caress. This 4-s warning period is comparable to epoch 2 of
the main experiment, during which the turning of the actor predicted the
upcoming caress, and will be called leg epoch 2 or hand epoch 2. It was
followed by the 4-s caress (comparable with epoch 3 of the main experi-
ment), during which the dot progressively shrunk to indicate the duration of
the caress (leg or hand epoch 3). A single run was collected for each par-
ticipant (20 repetitions of each condition). Data were analyzed voxel-by-
voxel by using a GLM with, for each participant, separate boxcar functions
for leg epoch 2, hand epoch 2, leg epoch 3, and hand epoch 3, all convolved
with the hemodynamic response function and six predictors for translations
and rotations along the three possible dimensions. Because of the small
number of individuals, data from the four participants were included in
a single model (fixed-effect analysis), but results are very similar to those
from a study with 16 participants and random-effects analyses (84). Because
of the known overlap between the representation of different effectors
(84), three contrasts were generated:
i) Leg only: Leg epoch 3 > baseline AND NOT (hand epoch 3 > baseline)
ii) Leg and hand: Leg epoch 3 > baseline AND hand epoch 3 > baseline
iii) Hand only: Hand epoch 3 > baseline AND NOT (leg epoch 3 > baseline).
By using ImCalc, we then intersected these three contrasts (at an un-
corrected P < 0.001) with the anatomical maps of SI (Anatomy Toolbox for
SPM; BA3a plus BA3b plus BA1 plus BA2) separately for the left and right
hemispheres, yielding our ROIs (coronal slices shown in Fig. S1). We then
extracted the parameter estimates in these regions during epoch 3 of the
main experiment as in Fig. S2, and averaged the parameters for the right and
left hemisphere because the effect of visual sex did not differ across hemi-
spheres. An additional fourth mouth ROI was created to investigate the
specificity of the effect of visual sex to the hand and leg representations. This
ROI was defined in a previous experiment, in which 16 participants explore an
object with their mouth, hand, or feet (84), and was intersected inclusively
with the anatomical maps of SI and exclusively with the combination of the
above mentions ROIs [mouth only: mouth ROI (84) AND SI AND NOT (leg only
OR leg and hand OR hand only)]. The use of ROIs defined in four individuals
to analyze data from a different group of participants is valid in SI because
variance in the localization of body parts in SI across individuals [∼5 mm (85)]
is small compared with the distance between the representations of different
body parts in the same region (20 mm between our left leg only and hand
only ROI, and 23 mm between the same ROIs in the right hemisphere).
Correlation of BOLD with Pleasantness Rating. For all caress conditions, par-
ticipants rated the pleasantness of each caress in the scanner. For two partic-
ipants, these ratingswere lost becauseof softwareerrors. For the remaining16,
we examinedwhether BOLD signals during epoch 3were correlated, on a trial-
by-trial basis, with pleasantness ratings. At the subject level, we modified the
GLM described inMass Univariate GLM Analysis by combining epoch 3 of the
conditions visually female caress, visuallymale caress, and localizer into a single
epoch 3 caress predictor, and adding the mean-corrected, trial-by-trial pleas-
antness ratings as a parametric modulator to this predictor. The parameter
estimates for this parametric modulator were then averaged across runs. At
the second, group, level, we then compared the averaged modulator against
zero to localize regions in which the BOLD response to the caress tracks the
reported pleasantness of that caress (Fig. 1I).
Effect Size Analysis. As in ROI Analysis, we anatomically defined SI (Anatomy
Toolbox BA3a, BA3b, BA1, and BA2), SII (OP1-4), insula, and ACC (PickAtlas),
but did not restrict the analysis to voxels activated by the localizer. For each
voxel, the t-value for the contrast of visually female caress minus visually male
caress in epoch 3 was extracted from the GLM, and the distribution of these
effect sizes for each ROI is shown in the histogramof Fig. 1H. tValueswere also
converted to Z-values by using spm_t2x(t,34) in SPM. To compare SI effect sizes
with those in the OFC, we also created an anatomical ROI for the medial OFC
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including BA11 and BA25 (PickAtlas). Because the entire OFC extends far be-
yond these two regions and would be much larger than the other ROIs, only
BA11 and BA25 were selected because they overlap with the OFC cluster
showing increased activation to the female condition comparedwith themale
condition. Results were very similar for the right and left hemisphere, and we
therefore combined results from both hemispheres.
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